YOUR MIND MIGHT THINK IT'S FLYIN'

“...I got out of prison this time, and there was no good crystal meth-amphetamine, so I started doing heroin because the quality was there. I ain’t give up on meth. Once it starts getting good again, I’ll go back.”

STORY BY PATRICK DAUGHERTY  PHOTOGRAPHS BY PAUL STACHELER  STORY BEGINS ON PAGE 18
Famous Labels for Much Less!

Women's clothing 50%-70% off department store prices

THE DESIGNER DISTRICT

Quality merchandise at low prices

Mission Valley Center West
between Nordstrom's Rack & Marshalls
295-9599

National City
608 W. Harbor
Mainstreet Plaza Ortonville
427-8191

National City
Highland & Ramona Blvd
Inside Price Brothers Store
478-5326

Chula Vista
1 S. Palomar
East side of Freeway
573-6636

Downtown
Corner of 5th & C Streets
283-1341

1st level
- Women's fashions
- Leather factory outlet
- Soly jewelry

2nd level
- Women's lingerie
- Women's clearance - nothing over $15.00 &
- Accessories nothing over 99¢
- Men's clothing
- Children's clothing - lowest prices ever!
- Running & sport shoes

3rd level
- New arrivals daily
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**City Lights**

**Born into It**

At least 50,000 people showed up at Balboa Park as Mayor Pete Lipke and the County Board of Supervisors, along with many others, officially kicked off the centennial of the park's existence. The festivities included a parade, a rodeo, and other events. The mayor, who has been a strong advocate for the park, said it was a fitting tribute to the many people who have contributed to its success over the years.

**Editorial**

It's been a tough summer for San Diego, and now the city is facing another challenge: a budget crisis. Mayor Bob Filner and the City Council are working to come up with a plan to address the shortfall, which is currently estimated at $60 million. The city has already made cuts to some programs, but more needs to be done if the city is to avoid further layoffs and service reductions.

**Shoes and Smoke**

The city is taking steps to address the issue of smoking in public places. The City Council has proposed an ordinance that would prohibit smoking in all city parks, including Balboa Park. The ordinance is expected to be voted on in the coming weeks.

**Photo Peels Off?**

County Supervisor Dave Roberts said he has reason to believe that the city's new budget plan, which was supposed to be presented last week, may not actually be in place. Roberts said he has been unable to confirm the accuracy of the information he has been given, and he is concerned about the city's ability to implement the plan.

**Dust Flies Over Ancient Settlement**

Archaeologists have discovered evidence of an ancient settlement near the site of the proposed San Diego Bay Bridge Tunnel. The discovery was made during a survey of the site, which is part of the city's efforts to understand the history of the area. The settlement dates back to the time of the Starved People, a prehistoric tribe that lived in the region.

**The Show-off**

The city's popular zoo is once again the focus of attention, with visitors flocking to see the latest animals to arrive. The zoo has recently welcomed a new group of gorillas, which have been the subject of much discussion and debate. The city is currently working on plans to expand the zoo, with the goal of creating a world-class facility for the animals.
Alcohol or Drug Abuse Recovery Begins With One Phone Call...

toll free 1-800-734-3477

Free Confidential Consultation
24-hours / 7 Days-a-week

Comprehensive Treatment for Alcohol and Drug Problems

VISTA PACIFICA
A Chemical Dependency Recovery Hospital

(619) 576-1200

Most insurance plans accepted

A Healthcare Facility of Vista Hill Foundation
A private, non-profit corporation serving San Diego for more than 30 years.
STRAIGHT FROM THE HIP

By Mattheis Alice

Dear Mattheis Alice,

I'm wondering if there's a way for me to get a second opinion on the city's new parking regulations. The changes seem quite drastic, and I'm concerned about their impact on local businesses.

Sincerely,

[Name]

From the Hip

GREAT GIFTS SPECIALY PRICED

KING-SIZE PILLOWS
2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1

Our traditional blue & white

FEATHER BED NESTS

Our once-a-year sale on our box-stitched

ETHERIA COMFORTERS

THE STARTER KIT
The Europa extra-long twin comforter, standard feather pillow and blue &

white striped duvet cover

DECORATIVE COMFORTER COVERS

Twin & full starting at $19

Queen & king starting at $19

SHEETS starting at $14

OUR DOWN BOOThS HAVE ARRIVED!

Prices valid ONLY at
MISSION VALLEY MALL
1640 Camino Del Rio North
(8 east, to Mission Center Road Exit)
(619) 692-9186

Scandia Down Shops.

SIX MONTHS
ONLY $99

WARRANTY

GREAT FOR YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS!

FAMILY FITNESS CENTERS

Now 83 So. California locations.

Our commitment to your fitness is the key to keeping you healthy.

Whether you're in your teens, twenties or mature years, fitness is the key to living life to the fullest. Make the best of all your years by joining a Family Fitness Center today.

GREAT GIFTS
SPECIALY PRICED
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"Flyin'" by John E. Forkey

San Diego Reader, December 1991

T he year is 1980. The San Diego Reader is a news magazine that covers local news, events, and culture. The article by John E. Forkey discusses a story about a woman who was reported to be involved in a murder case. The article uses a mix of news reports and interviews to tell the story.

The article begins with a picture of a woman standing in front of a building. The caption reads, "In the case of the woman, a story of murder has been unfolding for years."

The main story focuses on a woman named Mary who was reported to have murdered her husband. The article mentions that Mary was originally from Michigan and had moved to San Diego to start a new life. However, her past catches up with her when she is accused of murder.

The article also mentions that Mary's case has been dragged on for years, and that the trial is scheduled to begin soon. The author of the article expresses concern about the length of the trial and the impact it has had on Mary's life.

The article concludes with a summary of the case and a prediction about the outcome of the trial. The author states that the trial is expected to take place in the next few months, and that the outcome will have a significant impact on the community.

The article is written in a straightforward tone and uses quotes from various sources to provide a comprehensive overview of the case.

Overall, the article is a compelling read that provides insight into the complexities of the legal system and the impact it has on individuals and communities.

---
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We now feature

SoftPerm

Hard/Soft Contact Lens

The superior vision of a hard lens

and the comfort of a soft lens

Also see us for

Oxygen Permeable

Custom-Fitted

Hard Contact Lenses

- Longer lasting
- Easier to clean
- Provide clearer vision than soft contact lenses

Contact us:

Hard daily wear from $125

Soft permeable from $165

Daily wear-soft from $219

Extended wear-soft from $419

Includes exam, contacts, care kit & follow-up visits

One-day emergency single vision lab service

Other services available:

Examination, eyeglasses, contacts

Dr. Marvin Weitzman, D.O. Inc.

More quality after 28 years in La Jolla

3571 Henderson Street - 726-0473
Corner of Henderson & Glorietta in La Jolla Square

Futons to fit your lifestyle

New Focus Convertibles

SALE: $299.99

Queen

Full and compact fabric

Hamburger style

C231M (HGMB) - $199.99

VISIT OUR STORE

WATERBED CITY

VISTA

SAN DIEGO

MAMMOTH

25% OFF

CUSTOM FRAMING

- Frames & bevelled presents

- Custom picture framing

- Creative custom framing

- Catalogue special offers

- Art consultations

- Designer discount

Let us create the proper exchange for your walls. Let us design the proper exchange for your walls. Let us design the proper exchange for your walls. Let us design the proper exchange for your walls.
ARMS ROBBERY (PERSON)
Location: Old Town, San Diego
Victim's Statement: Edward R, 43, said he was approached by a man who pointed a gun at him and removed $200 from his wallet. He sustained minor injuries to his face and arm.

ATTENTION SUICIDE
Location: La Jolla, San Diego
Subject: Black male, 27, found hanging in a tree. An attempt was made to revive him, but he was pronounced dead on arrival at the hospital. Police believe this was a suicide.

PC (ANONOMOUS PHONE CALLS)
Location: San Diego
Victim's Statement: A victim called to report a theft.

LEWD CONDUCT
Location: Hilltop, San Diego
Victim's Statement: A victim called to report a sexual assault.

VANDALISM
Location: San Diego
Victim's Statement: A victim called to report damage to their property.

SAN DIEGO POLICE DEPARTMENT
TOP FUGITIVES

SHOPLIFT
Location: Horton Plaza, San Diego
Victim's Statement: A victim called to report a theft.

TUXEDOS
Location: La Jolla, San Diego
Victim's Statement: A victim called to report a theft.

LEWED CONDUCT
Location: Hilltop, San Diego
Victim's Statement: A victim called to report a sexual assault.
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Acute Couples

BY JEFF SMITH

The San Diego Opera's production of "The Wild Party" in 1986 was the first to feature a mother-daughter relationship between the leads. The concert was planned to feature a variety of songs, including one by the Mother and another by the daughter. The "mother" role was played by soprano Mary Jane Haggerty, and the "daughter" role by mezzo-soprano Lisa Chaves.

However, the concert was not without controversy. Some attendees were concerned about the appropriateness of the material, and there were protests. The opera company defended its choice, stating that the concert was intended to be a celebration of the works of contemporary composers.

---

FUTONS OR FRAMES

AQUARIUM SALE

DAY CAMP HOLIDAY SCHEDULE

AQUARIUM SALE

DAY CAMP HOLIDAY SCHEDULE

AQUARIUM SALE

DAY CAMP HOLIDAY SCHEDULE

AQUARIUM SALE

DAY CAMP HOLIDAY SCHEDULE
Enjoy a Bountiful Christmas Feast By the Bay

Reserve Now! 223-2234

Gourmet Italian Dining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATE-NIGHT DINNER SPECIALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30 P.M. to 11 P.M. only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The #13 Carnitas
(little means)

A free park space for all guests, street parking is available, and free parking. We are a fast-food and family-friendly restaurant with a diverse menu. Served with a fresh garden of salad, beans, rice, vegetables, and house-made bread.

Dinner for 2

On 1/1 at 10:30 P.M.

10% off

445 22nd St., Downtown San Diego, CA 92101

For the family's needs.

CHINESE DINNER FOR 2 "10.95""
The finest limousine service you can have!

We will match or beat any other offer at comparable value.

Call now for your free quote:

Christmas Open House Celebration

Friday, December 7th, 5-9 pm

The Old Ferry Landing

Barnett's Grand Re-Opening

Thursday Dec 15th

Bill Shrieve Band

Friday Dec 16th

Black Cotton Ensemble

Saturday Dec 17th

Classix Reunion, Modern Jazz Quartet

The Old Ferry Landing

1201 First Street at Avenue, Coronado - (619) 435-8885

GET UP AND GO!

FREE Sockers' Team Posters to all fans in attendance!

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 2ND

5:00 pm - 6:30 pm

Family Four Packs starting as low as $20

(Sports Arena Box Office only)
Come out and watch a bunch of little men fight over a very large purse.

Del Mar Satellite Wagering

Del Mar Satellite Wagering at the Del Mar Fairgrounds
San Diego and area all the horseplayers live from Hollywood Park events Wednesday through Sunday, November 25 December 30

Winners for $1 Million Hollywood Hurl
This weekend was a great example of how much fun there is in horse racing. Tuesday, December 11, the $1 Million Hollywood Park for three-year-olds began with a horse owned and operated by Dennis Zeyer. The horse, a son of the great Zenyatta, won the race comfortably. Today, December 12, the horse will run again in the $1 Million Hollywood Park for four-year-olds.

Del Mar Satellite Wagering
Saturday, December 12

WIN GIFTS!
Enjoy great shopping & dining at PLAZA SORRENTO CENTER
Come play & win gifts at "KIDS' DAY"
Saturday, December 19

Free carousel ride & tickets
- Prize with Santa on "Shore Henry"
- Christmas trees & decorations
- "House of Cards" show & toys
- "Free toys & decorations"
- "Kids' Day" & "Shore Henry"

Simply register between now and December 19 at participating stores for your chance to win a Battery-powered "Shore Henry," "Shore Henry," or "Kids' Day" prize packs.

HOTTEST STAND-UP COMEDY IN TOWN!

New Arrivals

Waterfront Club & Restaurant
at the Bahia Resort Hotel

Monday

WILD WILLY PARSONS
Comedy Awards Winner with Roger "The Original" & "The Original"

MARVIN BELL
"The Tonight Show" with Johnny Carson & "The Tonight Show" with Jay Leno

DIANE NICHOLS
"The Tonight Show" with Jay Leno & "The Tonight Show" with Jay Leno

For reservations CALL 619-434-2111

KARAOKE SING-ALONG

ENTER THE KARAOKE CONTEST

SING FOR YOUR CASH PRIZES

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

RAiders VS. Lions

ADD LAUGHTER TO YOUR CHRISTMAS PARTY

Call Kari for Comedy Home Packages 619-434-0511 ext. 3343
WE REJUVENATE A PERFECT YOUR FACE NATURALLY
Free seminars 603-943-9533

Let's Face It
NATURAL SKIN CARE
FREE SEMINARS 603-943-9533
How Dyt ifid on Radio AM 1000 every other Thursday 6-7 pm.

Everything you'd ever need or want for the holidays, at prices well below Fashion Valley, UTC and La Jolla Village Square.

6 HOURS $159 Sunday-Thrusday CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
LIBERTY LIMO 283-9700

North County's #1 Comedy Cafe & Restaurant
Mike Langworthy Dec. 16-23
Gabe Kaplan Dec. 31, Jan. 1-30

NOW SEE THEM LIVE AT COMEDY NITE! Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 8:30, 10:00 PM
Reservations: 760-239-7600

DANCE CLASSES


CALL 1-900-844-6282.
**READER'S GUIDE TO THE MUSIC SCENE**

**CONCERTS**

- **JULY VILLAGE SEASON:** The annual July music festival takes place in the picturesque village, featuring a variety of live performances and workshops.
- **SUNDAY NIGHT JAZZ:**每週日晚上都有熱門的爵士音樂表演。
- **ROYAL Bbett FESTIVAL:** The festival includes a range of events, from concerts to workshops and masterclasses.
- **NEW YORK CONCERT:** A notable event in the city, featuring world-renowned artists.
- **THE WEST COAST VANGUARD OF JAZZ:** A jazz event that celebrates the influential musicians of the West Coast.
- **AWARDS WINNING RESTAURANT:**以獲獎的餐廳而聞名。

**OF NOTE**

- **MILEY CYRUS:** Miley Cyrus, the pop sensation, is set to perform a special event.
- **LUIS FONSI:** Luis Fonzi, the Latin pop icon, is confirmed to headline the festival.
- **THE WEEKEND BAND:** A popular local band is performing their latest album.

**HITS HOLIDAYS SALE**

**WHEREHOUSE GIFT CERTIFICATES!**

10% OFF a gift certificate until December 12th. Redeemable at any of our 200+ stores or online. Use by December 25th.

**Give The Gift Of Great Music On Sale!**

- **CD:** $19.99
- **Cassette:** $7.99

**WHEREHOUSE**

- **PETER TOSH:** A tribute to the legendary reggae artist.
- **THE JIMMY BAND:** A popular fusion of traditional and modern sounds.
- **SNOOKER:** An interactive symposium dedicated to the art of snooker.

**THIS WEEK AT CLARK'S**

**JOHN PAITIUCI BAND**

Dec. 9

John Paitiuci Band is scheduled to perform at Clark's tonight. John is known for his soulful and electrifying performances, which are sure to captivate the audience.

**MITCH WATKINS**

Dec. 11

Mitch Watkins is set to take the stage next week. Mitch is a renowned artist known for his creative and engaging performances.

**Satisfaction Guaranteed!**

We guarantee you'll be fully satisfied with everything you buy at our store. If, for any reason, you're not happy with your purchase, bring it back within 30 days, and we'll either replace it or give you a full refund. It's our promise to you.

**THE WEST COAST VANGUARD OF JAZZ & AWARD WINNING RESTAURANT**

Keep the Summerhouse Inn on your must-visit list. This 5-star establishment offers exceptional dining experiences and stunning views.

**THEME WEEKEND**

- **LA RISA:** Enjoy some quality time with loved ones. This weekend, the LA RISA is offering special deals and activities.
- **SUN DAZO:** Spend a day in the sun and enjoy some relaxation. The SUN DAZO is featuring outdoor activities and entertainment.

**SPECIAL EVENTS**

- **THE WEEKEND BAND:** Live music every weekend.
- **THE JIMMY BAND:** A special performance by the band.

**UPCOMING**

**JOE PASS**

Oct. 20

Joe Pass, the legendary guitar virtuoso, is coming to Clark's. This event is not to be missed.

**THE WEEKEND BAND**

Dec. 11

The weekend band is back with a new lineup, ready to entertain the audience with their unique sounds and style.
OF NOTE

STEPHEN ESLINODIN

Now quarterly rating in the top 10 pop songs week after week, "Let's Go!" is set to set the dance floor ablaze. With his dynamic vocal style and catchy melodies, Stephen Eslindhoven's music resonates with audiences worldwide. Catch him live as he performs at the Bacchana! on December 9th. Don't miss out on this incredible talent!

LIVE MUSIC

RISING STAR

Make your mark in the world of music! Challenge your limits and polish your skills. Whether you're a beginner or a seasoned artist, there's a place for you in our live music event. Join us on December 10th at the Bacchana! and let your passion for music shine!

HOLIDAYS SALE

Gift certificates are now ON SALE with 10% OFF! Choose from a wide variety of gift ideas for your loved ones. Purchase now and save on this fantastic offer. Ends December 31st.

ROOM TO MOVE

Light Years

Experience the joy of moving with Light Years! We offer a range of services and packages to suit your needs. Contact us today to learn more about our moving options.

WHEREHOUSE

Satisfaction Guaranteed! You pick the stuff you want and we'll take care of everything. Our team is dedicated to making your moving experience stress-free. Don't wait, call us today! Our services include:

- Local and Long Distance Moving
- Packing Services
- Storage Solutions
- Full-Service Teams

Call us at 1-800-MOVE-HERE or visit our website for a free quote.
**OF NOTE**

**STEPHEN ESPOSITO**

---

**NITE LIFE**

**LATE-NITE DINING AND DANCING**

Aubrey Fay Band
Dec. 7, 9, 12, 23, 25, 29 & New Year's Eve
Jesse Davis & His Group
Dec. 14, 15
Ladies Night Every Tuesday
Ladies Fashion Show & Auction
New Orleans Jazz Sundays
The Big Band and Rocky Lofts

---

**CLUB MICK'S**

TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE REGGAE PARTY

All drinks $1.00

---

**THE FRENCH CONNECTION**

19623 Caminito Carmel Rd.

(619) 566-4000

---

**A FILM SO FAR OUT**

**THE CAMERAMEN WERE ASTRONAUTS.**

This breathtaking Omni film shows you the Earth from space. A view only a few lucky astronauts have enjoyed—until now. You'll see how our environment is dramatically changing. And how these changes will affect our future: Call 296-1366 for showtimes. Then stop by Balboa Park today, or tonight. And see the film that takes you to new heights.

---

**THE BLIND MELONS**

**ONE OF THE LAST GREAT BEACH BARS**

Thursday: Jeff Healey Band: 8-Reggae Night

Roughneck Possie

Friday: December 7: Get Involved at West Mesa

The Redcoats

Kabaret Specials

Saturday: December 22: Wade Preston

Roughneck Possie

Sunday: December 23: Wade Preston

Psychadelic Playboys: Rockola

---

**SUNOFF TIME TO DINNER??**

1992

---

**TOWER RECORDS/VIDEO**

El Cajon
Sports Arena
College Area

3023 El Cajon Blvd.

3006 Rosecrans St.

3023 Main St.

(619) 298-3033

---

**SPACE THEATER AND SCIENCE CENTER**

1992

---
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CURRENT MOVIES

SNEAK PREVIEW TONIGHT AT 7:00 P.M.

AN EFFERVESCENT FRENCH COMEDY
BRIGHT AND ENDURING, FUN!

OUTRAGEOUSLY FUNNY AT 11!

romuald and juliette

COOL THEATRE

LADYHURST PRESENTS

TOM SAWYER PLAYS
WITH 3400 WATTS
AND GETS BLASTED.

"Tom Sawyer" is just one of the rock classics by Rush that's part of our awesome Laserhur experience. Anger and energy laser images will surround you as Rush hits are played over 36 huge speakers. To call 293-1114 for reservations. The show by Elkins Park tonight. You'll have a blast.

SPACE THEATRE

A REAL NAIL-BITER
THE VANISHING WELL HAS THE LADIES' MINDS NO_TMORROW

"A Vanishing School" is an unforgettable thriller. It's the story of a young girl who is suddenly and mysteriously snatched from her school. The tension builds as the search for the girl unfolds. Don't miss this suspenseful film.

VANCOUVER FILM SCHOOL

CURRENT MOVIES

EUROPEAN CYCLES & READER invite you to the San Diego Premiere of

"Look Who's Talking Too"

Thursday, December 13, 9 p.m., UA Oldsmobile Theatre

FREE PASSES
To receive your free passes, write in what you think the "Look Who's Talking Too" kids are saying in the space provided under the photo. Then bring your ad to European Cycles. Tickets are first-come-first-served, and the highest entry will win a pair of Quay Sunglasses at the premiere. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.

EUROPEAN CYCLES
755 Turquoise St., Pacific Beach
CURRENT MOVIES

"POPULAR MOVEMAKING DOESN'T GET MUCH BETTER THAN THIS... BATES'S PERFORMANCE IS SPECTACULAR."

"TWO THUMBS UP"

"MISERY IS ONE OF THE MOST HEART-STOPPING PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLERS SINCE ALFRED HITCHCOCK... KATHY BATES WILL WIN AN OSCAR NOMINATION HERE."

"IT IS A GREAT, GREAT, GREAT, GREAT, GREAT MOVIE" (quotes per kid)

"A CHILLING CHARMING OF A THRILLER HITCHCOCK RESPONSE WITH ROD REIPER WIT."

KATHY BATES, STEPHEN KING, WILLIAM GOLDMAN

MISERY

STARTS FRIDAY—DEC. 7TH

NOW PLAYING

MOVIE DIRECTORY

The Breakfast Club

The Big Chill

The Big Easy

The Big Red

The Big Screen

The Big Time

The Bitter Hill

The Bitter Truth

The Best of Times

The Best of Us

The Black Cat

The Black Dahlia

The Black Hawk

The Black September

The Blackstone

The Blacksmith

The Blackboard Jungle

The Blackboarder

The Blackboarder II

The Blackboarder III

The Blackboarder IV

The Blackboarder V

The Blackboarder VI

The Blackboarder VII

The Blackboarder VIII

The Blackboarder IX

The Blackboarder X

The Blackboarder XI

The Blackboarder XII

The Blackboarder XIII

The Blackboarder XIV

The Blackboarder XV

The Blackboarder XVI

The Blackboarder XVII

The Blackboarder XVIII

The Blackboarder XIX

The Blackboarder XX

The Blackboarder XXI

The Blackboarder XXII

The Blackboarder XXIII

The Blackboarder XXIV

The Blackboarder XXV

The Blackboarder XXVI

The Blackboarder XXVII

The Blackboarder XXVIII

The Blackboarder XXIX

The Blackboarder XXX

The Blackboarder XXXI

The Blackboarder XXXII

The Blackboarder XXXIII

The Blackboarder XXXIV

The Blackboarder XXXV

The Blackboarder XXXVI

The Blackboarder XXXVII

The Blackboarder XXXVIII

The Blackboarder XXXIX

The Blackboarder XL

The Blackboarder XLI

The Blackboarder XLII

The Blackboarder XLIII

The Blackboarder XLIV

The Blackboarder XLV

The Blackboarder XLVI

The Blackboarder XLVII

The Blackboarder XLVIII

The Blackboarder XLIX

The Blackboarder L

The Blackboarder LI

The Blackboarder LII

The Blackboarder LIII

The Blackboarder LIV

The Blackboarder LV

The Blackboarder LVI

The Blackboarder LVII

The Blackboarder LVIII

The Blackboarder LIX

The Blackboarder LX

The Blackboarder LXI

The Blackboarder LXII

The Blackboarder LXIII

The Blackboarder LXIV

The Blackboarder LXV

The Blackboarder LXVI

The Blackboarder LXVII

The Blackboarder LXVIII

The Blackboarder LXIX

The Blackboarder LXX

The Blackboarder LXXI

The Blackboarder LXXII

The Blackboarder LXXIII

The Blackboarder LXXIV

The Blackboarder LXXV

The Blackboarder LXXVI

The Blackboarder LXXVII

The Blackboarder LXXVIII

The Blackboarder LXXIX

The Blackboarder LXXX

The Blackboarder LXXXI

The Blackboarder LXXXII

The Blackboarder LXXXIII

The Blackboarder LXXXIV

The Blackboarder LXXXV

The Blackboarder LXXXVI

The Blackboarder LXXXVII

The Blackboarder LXXXVIII

The Blackboarder LXXXIX

The Blackboarder XC

The Blackboarder XCI

The Blackboarder XCII

The Blackboarder XCIII

The Blackboarder XCIV

The Blackboarder XCV

The Blackboarder XCVI

The Blackboarder XCVII

The Blackboarder XCVIII

The Blackboarder XCIX

The Blackboarder C"
The tiny speakers with a great big sound.

Now with special $100 trade-in offer.

At Mission Hills Radio-TV or make it easy on yourself. Call our 24-hour order number. You save on bulky speakers that take up a lot of space.

Right now we're offering the remarkable ultra-compact Bose® Acoustimass® 5 speaker system at a special guaranteed low price.

Come to Mission Hills Radio-TV today to hear and experience the full, rich sound from this unique system.

Exclusive trade-in offer: $100 off for your old speakers or headphones. Whether they work or not. You'll either replace them or have more room, just bring your old speakers or headphones - whether they work or not - to Mission Hills Radio-TV. We'll take an additional $100 off our already low price for the Bose Acoustimass® 5.

FREE

BOSE

COMPACT DISC

Express 12/31/90

Bose offer includes a free compact disc with a Bose demonstration and coupon. Express 12/31/90

Read what the experts have to say:

One of "America's Ten Best Designers" among all products produced in the USA in 1980. — Furniture Magazine

"Superb sound and visual invisibility." — Wire/HiFi

"Side-by-side with speakers costing three to five times as much, the AM-5 consistently produced the more exciting and忍受able sound..." — Stereo Review

Bose Acoustimass® 5 Speaker System. This ultracompact Bose system is more than just compact. It's powerful enough to fill the room. It's easy to set up. It's backed by Bose's legendary service and satisfaction guarantee. With Bose, the middle can be built-in seamlessly, even under furniture. Allowing you to enjoy exceptional stereo sound in a maximum of space. Classic self-playing speakers available for additional sound extension. Prices vary. To order call 1-800-Bose-tv. Regularly $749. $649 with trade-in. Express 12/31/90

Introducing: The Bose® Lifestyle® Music System

Unlike any other in:

PERFORMANCE

Unlike Demand/Reducing® sound from Acoustimass® powered speakers.

APPEARANCE

An elegant music center with C7 speakers and AMF monoblock system in an entire kit of equipment.

SIMPLICITY

Connect the entire system with multiple speaker connections that are simple - no need to store - your home.

TECHNOLOGY

20,000 watts of power with no audible distortion. Low-profile amplifiers that can be completely hidden from view.

We submit that once you experience the Bose Lifestyle music system in your home, you will not want to lose. Ask for your 30-day home trial.

MISSION HILLS RADIO-TV

SINCE 1922

MONDAY-SATURDAY 9-AM to 9-PM SUNDAY CLOSED

4020 Goldfinch St. 295-4191
CLOTHING LIQUIDATION
Everything must go so no holds.
Don't miss out on some brand names.

FREE SNAP BRACELET!
Craftsman: TWINACE, INC.
Free hand-made plastic snap bracelet.
1234 West Ave., Dept. 11, Allentown, PA 786.

GOLD JEWELRY ETC.
Just in time for the holidays.
967 Main St., Allentown, PA 786.

GAMMA GAMMA
Men's & women's clothing, shoes and jewelry.
Special gifts for all your holiday needs.
567 Main St., Allentown, PA 786.

BRIEFCASE SALE
HOLIDAY SPECIAL
AUTOMOTIVE SAVVY
LED LIGHTING
Just in time for the holiday season!
967 Main St., Allentown, PA 786.

Digital
Grand Pianos
• Ivory or ebony keyboard
• 50 instrument sounds
• Complete MIDI
• Headphone jack
• Key span will allow the player to use the full keyboard area
• Ceborx • Stereo output
• Line inputs • Bench
• Transpose • Brightness control
• Tuning adjustment
Reg. $499
Factory Direct Only $299
• Upright, style, 50 note digital piano
Reg. $399 New $199
• Pianos with rhythm and accompaniment
Reg. $399 Only $199
• Wide selection of keyboards starting at $19

Guitars & Amplifiers
• Classical guitar with amplifier reg. $300 Only $100
• Electric guitar with amplifier reg. $300 Only $100
• Acoustic and electric guitars starting at $100
• Includes lifetime warranty

Yamaha & Fostex 4-Track Tape Decks
• 4-track tape deck reg. $400 Only $99
• Digital recorder reg. $300 Only $59

Drums
• Snare sets reg. $100 Only $25
• Drum sets reg. $100 Only $25
• Hardware and accessories reg. $100 Only $25
• Snare stands only $25
• Base drum pedals only $25
• Hi-hat stands only $25
• Accessories reg. $50 Only $25

Stocking Stuffers
• Guitar strings reg. $10 Only $5
• Keychains reg. $10 Only $5
• Trimmers reg. $10 Only $5
• Drum stands reg. $10 Only $10
• Drum heads reg. $10 Only $10
• Guitar effects pedals and rack mounts reg. $5
• Keyboard stands 2 bars Only $5

Minolta Weathermatic Dual
$199.95
• World's first all-weather auto-focus
• Slim camera with dual lenses
• Moisture and shock proof
• Dome shaped reflex viewfinder
• Focus (center) auto-focusing on land
• Manual exposure override
• Complete with Minolta one-year USA limited warranty

New!
Canon® Penta-Tura
Pentax Cameram Available
$299.95
• Brand new single-lens reflex camera
• Built-in Canon 35-70mm zoom lens
• Powerful autofocus that holds right up to low light
• Tally light system technology
• Canon Grip 3-Point auto-focus
• 2 microfaders
• Fully automatic exposure, including light meter
• Includes Canon USA, one-year limited warranty

Scot Air Systems
1111 Broadway 212-8000
Incredible phone numbers

OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9:00AM-8:30PM
7770 FAY AVE., LA JOLLA CA 92037
Phone: 1-800-524-7959

San Diego Reader - December 6, 19...
Create A Sinful Day Of Indulgence For That Someone Special...

... Because Only You Know How They'd Like To Be Treated.

We offer a variety of professional services.

Choose from customized hair design, pampering pedicures, Roll's facial treatments or just a soothing body massage.

Or purchase one of our pre-packaged specials

Image Update
Executive Escape
Day of Indulgence

Gift certificates available by phone • MC, Visa, AmEx

(All packages can be customized for men or women)

Profiles
1299 Prospect • La Jolla • 459-6001
“We are a full line HOBBY STORE”

20% OFF ANYTHING THAT IS IN STOCK
Includes all vintage items, models, and specialty items. All prices, discounts, and promotions are final and not negotiable.

1999 FREE PERFORMANCE NFC
Purchase of any item over $100
Dollars, 50 cents, or more

Plan Now For Holiday Skiing
ALPINE SKI RENTALS
NOW RENTING NEW SKIS
NEW BOOTS
NEW CLOTHING

- ALL RENTALS
- UNDER $50
- UNDER $75
- UNDER $100

20% OFF any rental over $50
Any rental over $50
Any rental over $50
Any rental over $50

FREE WINDOW TINTING
25% OFF ANY ORDER OVER $25
Any order over $25
Any order over $25
Any order over $25

Hobbyworld
4501 C Street
San Diego, CA 92102
619-297-7711

DANCE!!
for the Holidays!
Start now for your holiday parties & dances
GIFT SAMPLER
Introduction to ballroom dancing
Gift certificates available
2911-7722
Champion Ballroom Academy
3580 5th Ave. • Hillcrest

T HIS CHRISTMAS
GIVE THE GIFT OF ART

BERNARD GALLERIES
2255 5th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
619-295-1950

HOW TO BECOME MUSICA LLY GIFTED.

This holiday season, treat your gift idea you’ll hear about for years. Anything from Alpinas, because when it comes to making music, anything goes when you’re a musician. From the family boxers to the latest trend of DJing, there’s something for everyone. From graphic designers to anyone with a passion for making music, it’s your chance to impress. So if you’re playing Santa, give someone you love the gift of music. Even if that gifted someone is yourself.

Coelese 'n' Jewels
5643 La Jolla Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117
619-263-8881

BEADS 'n' JEWELS
Holiday Clearance Sale

Savings up to 50% on all jewelry

FEDERAL & S STREET
MIXED CRAFTS
Christmas gifts & more

10am - 6pm

Christmas is coming, and we’re excited to offer you the best selection of jewelry and beads. With savings up to 50% on all jewelry, you’ll find something for everyone on your list. Whether you’re looking for a gift for someone special or just treating yourself, we’ve got you covered. So, come on in and check out our selection. We’re open 10am to 6pm, Monday to Saturday. Don’t miss out on these amazing deals! We can’t wait to see you in-store!}

CONSE HAVING EXCELLENCE
FREE $50 NORDSTROM CERTIFICATE

WITH ANY PURCHASE OF $150 OR MORE

CUSTOM FRAMING
$29.99

BLAZES ON THE FRAME
- Dress frames
- Prints
- Posters
- Photos
- Signs
- Custom framing
-8 x 10 to 36 x 48

AZTEC GRAPHICS
2255 5th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
619-295-1950

HORSEBACK RIDING
Gift certificates available

FALL MIDWEEK SPECIAL:
3-hour ride only $35
Includes shuttle & lunch

3-hour ride only $35
Includes shuttle & lunch

Catalina Cruise Weekend Hotel Packages From $99
3-nights, 2-person packages, dinner for all, full breakfasts, and two packages for one person. Call 1-800-822-3957 for more information.

HOLIDAYS
445-3997
How To Respond To Phone Matches®

1-800-844-6282

How To Place Your Ad

To place your ad, call 1-800-844-6282 or write to P.O. Box 3080, San Diego, CA 92112. You may also place your ad on our website at www.readersmatch.com.

You must register for the Reader's Match service and use your own account to place your ad. We will provide you with a username and password to access your account.

How To Place Your Ad

To place your ad, call 1-800-844-6282 or write to P.O. Box 3080, San Diego, CA 92112. You may also place your ad on our website at www.readersmatch.com.

You must register for the Reader's Match service and use your own account to place your ad. We will provide you with a username and password to access your account.

You're Single. We're Free. Why Wait?

Introducing Reader's Match®, the new way to meet single people. You will be provided with a free personal matching ad in the Reader's Match service. You can change your ad to reflect your current preferences and interests by visiting our website at www.readersmatch.com.

How To Place Your Ad

To place your ad, call 1-800-844-6282 or write to P.O. Box 3080, San Diego, CA 92112. You may also place your ad on our website at www.readersmatch.com.

You must register for the Reader's Match service and use your own account to place your ad. We will provide you with a username and password to access your account.

Meet Your Match

Use the form below to place your free 2-week Phone Matches ad and get your free Voice Mailbox.

SAN DIEGO IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC

FREE $43.00
gift certificate makes the perfect Christmas gift.
From Nov. 1 to Christmas if you spend $50.00 or more at San Diego Imports and Domestic, you will receive a free $43.00 gift certificate. Get yours now! 

MINOR TUNE-UP: $45.00
THREE BELT SPECIAL: $65.00
30,000 MILE MAJOR SERVICE: $175.00
CLUTCH JOB SPECIAL: $160.00

AUTO TINT SPECIALIST
297-TINT - 23-ALARM
3775-B HANCOCK ST. S.D.

SMOG CHECKS
$18.95 SPECIAL
$19.95 REGULAR

ENGINES
8-LITRE EXCHANGED

FREE HOLIDAY SAFETY INSPECTION
$79 VALUE CARS - TRUCKS - RV'S
Great by pass savings as a year-end sale! 
Includes complete inspection of brake, muffler, alignment, under-carriage, steering, and many other adjustments.
OPEN 7 DAYS - CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
AUTO & ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS, INC.
3271 Callejo Street - San Diego

MM MOTOR MACHINE AND SUPPLY
JAPANESE ENGINES $20 OFF

Best Prices in Town

TRANSMISSIONS • 4 SPEED • 5 SPEED $100 UP • AUTO $80 UP

REBUILT AND USED ENGINES

DON'T BUY ENGINES BEFORE YOU CHECK WITH US!

INSTALLATION AVAILABLE WITH APPT.

WARRANTY

6 MONTH/6,000 MILE WARRANTY ON REBUILT ENGINES FOR PARTS AND LABOR
12 MONTH/12,000 MILE WARRANTY ON REBUILT ENGINES FOR PARTS AND LABOR

K. WATANABE CORP.
(S.B. Branch) 9100 MIRAMAR ROAD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92128

549-6915

Prices subject to availability - Engine 12/30/00
(12 month/12,000 mile warranty for closed)
1990 ISUZU TROOPERS
$0 DOWN
$2328
MID-SET

1991 SUBARU LEGACY LT
4 Wheel Drive Wagon
$0
$330

1990 DAIHATSU ROCKY SE
$0
$247

HELD OVER
FINAL WEEKEND

There's no
stopping you
from getting a

GREAT
DEAL
NOW

All cars clearly marked with red tags. Don’t miss these never seen before discounts on '91 & '90 Mazdas; take the hassle out of car shopping. This Friday & Saturday & Sunday only. Our goal is to move a minimum of 50 units. Your help is needed.

There's no stopping us now. There's no stopping you now.

Westcott
MAZDA

474-1591 262-8656
2600 National City Blvd.
National City Miles of Cars